PROJECT:
BISHOP ALLEN @ DOUGLASS RESIDENCES

PROJECT ADDRESS:
50 BISHOP ALLEN DRIVE
CAMBRIDGE, MA

ARCHITECT:
KHALSA DESIGN INC.
17 IVALOO STREET, SUITE 400
SOMERVILLE, MA 02143
617-591-8682

CLIENT:
FIRST CAMBRIDGE REALTY CORP
907 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139
T. 617-547-6559

LEGAL:
HOPE LEGAL LAW OFFICES
907 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE,
SUITE 300
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139

UPDATED SD
07/14/2020
MASS + MAIN PROJECT FROM MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE AT SIDNEY ST

MASS + MAIN PROJECT FROM MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE AT BROOKLINE ST

MASS + MAIN PROJECT FROM BISHOP ALLEN DRIVE

10 ESSEX ST

Neighborhood Photos
1. VIEW LOOKING UP BISHIP ALLEN DRIVE

2. VIEW OPPOSITE LEFT OF SITE LOOKING TOWARD DOUGLASS ST

3. VIEW TOWARD DOUGLASS ST FACADE

4. VIEW FROM MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE LOOKING TOWARDS BISHOP ALLEN DR